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CARMELO EPIS

"Despite the improvements, 

the blows of the Economic crisis are 

still being felt. In a sign of continuity, 

high'll keep attention on the problems 

that revolve put around the work and 

young people by supporting projects. 

For us SO-not a bet on capacitive ty of 

people to wake up and go back to 

being an active part of a community. " 

Serena Rondi, Nembro, god-cesana 

president of the Society of Saint Vin- 

cenzo, anticipates the contents of his 

report for the association's annual 

meeting, held this afternoon at Villag- 

Thu Gabrieli.

Currently, the San Vincen- zo 

Bergamo counts 702 members, divided 

into 75 conferences par- rocchiali 

(including 21 in the city and a company 

Dalmine) and 4 educators. Last year, the 

association tion has helped 1,798 

families (2,226 in 2016) and 

accompanying to 6,614 people (7,053 in

2016). Thanks to the Vincentians, last 

year 200 people (110 in 2016) were 

released from the state of need. The 

outputs of the Association in 2016 (aid, 

buti contribute, activities, training) will 

pause no remained at 591,433 Euros, of 

which 330 059 for assistance DIRECTLY 

ta, 153,238 for assis- tial activities and 

6,407 for aid to the Third World. Even 

last year,

The San Vincenzo gives help also distributing food to the needy

The budget. Serena Rondi is the new president of the diocesan society "High attention to young The budget. Serena Rondi is the new president of the diocesan society "High attention to young 

people and the unemployed." Today the annual meeting

aid and relief (food, they 

cost-contribution, projects) have 

touched situations that are a reflection 

of Italian society. "The absolute record 

in aid still goes to the problems of those 

who are unemployed or have jobs 

welded tuario - says Rondi -. 

Twenty-Gono then, in descending 

order, situations related to loneliness, 

debt, health and sickness, separation 

tions, evictions and gambling 

addictions, drugs and alcohol. As sem- 

pre our association aims on home visits 

and co-

direct noscenza of people and tuazioni 

Si. And the Vincentians are properly 

trained. "

To better help, and in- person ends 

and problems, the San Vincenzo 

diocesan gue prose- in the consolidated 

relationship with social networks across 

the Conventions or collaborations with 

21 municipalities, organizations, 

associations and the Charisma nursing 

homes and Trescore. In addition, 

holding sensitization meetings in 

schools, churches, speakers and 

associa- tions and it is represented in 

four diocesan organisms. It also 

promotes projects financed by calls, 

foundations and parterna- riato, for 

example for work projects for young 

people, including so-called Neet, ie 

young people resigned themselves who 

do not work, do not seek it, nor give 

Student's. It also continues its services 

for children and families in difficulty, 

such as "The courtyard Oza- nam» 

Nembro. Continue the "Projects sign", 

which offer tax and economic inclusion 

internships. According to the 

possibilities, the association offers work 

inside the food bank in the chain, in the 

spa- zi extrascuola and lizia to cleaning 

services. Last year, the middle school 

Mazzi has renewed its commitment to 

follow on a path of nell'associa- 

voluntary adoption.
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in Italy and in Europe for trapian- you, as 

emphasized Mariangelo Cossolini, 

responsible for the Co- sorting levy and 

trapian- to organs and tissues of the 

provincial cia of Bergamo. The cycling rally 

is also an opportunity to celebrate the 45th 

and 50th of Aido Avis: "The sport and the 

donation are united by the energy, the 

strength and co-range", the commissioner 

intervenes al policies social Caroli- na 

Maria Marchesi. He is well aware of the 

Regional Vice President of Aido Ca- valier 

Leonidas Pozzi, who Twenty years ago 

underwent a transplant. "From 2015 to 

date we have already raccol- to 402 

accessions to organ donation by teens 

who rinno- compartment identity card", 

raccon- ta the City's planning department 

of Grassobbio Simonetta Lots. A goal that 

aims Corrado Valli, President of Aido: 

"Even Tuesday we want to transform as 

many nì in yes! ». For info and registration: 

grassobbio@aido.it.

Marina Belotti

Tuesday

The bicycle ride sponsored by the 

Group of Grassobbio Aido: 53 km, 

passing by Pope John 

July 1952: in un'arro- breath 

climb of the Tour de France, Gino 

Bartali and Fausto Coppi, even by big 

rivals, they spend a refreshing bottle. 

This is the image chosen from the 

cycle group Aido Grassob- bio for the 

1st edition of "Pedalia- mo for life", the 

cycling rally donors and transplanted: 

"Because sport is what most unites the 

per- sone, as donors and trapian- tati: 

unity is strength and multiplies life, "he 

says the chairman AIDO Grassobbio 

Evelyne rardo Cividini. Tuesday 1st 

Mag- gio, at 7pm, in the multifunctional 

hall of Grassobbio nal in via Zanica, 

200 participants from all over 

Lombardy percorreran- no tour cycling 

53 km through the streets of 13 towns, 

through the hospital Pope John XXIII.

Woe to make distinctions in clas- 

sifica though, because the 

transplanted feel "normal athletes" As 

donors and witness the 100 km daily 

crossed the Gran Fondo cycling every 

September through an Italian region 

for sensitization King schools, as 

recalled the honorary President of the 

liver transplant Friends Valentina 

Lanfranchi. "We ride for life" was born 

with the intention to combine two of the 

territo- rio excellence: cycling and the 

hospital first

San Vincenzo, the crisis there is still a 

year in aid to 1,800 families 

Donors and transplanted 

from all over Lombardy 

riding for life 

The presentation of the initiative 

Serena Rondi

Travel. They left three direct bus from Bergamo in Kaposvar in Hungary Travel. They left three direct bus from Bergamo in Kaposvar in Hungary 

where he now holds the final of the 12th edition of the international contest 

promoted by Giovanidee, this year dedicated to the preservation of the planet. 

Away from about 150 Italian students from secondary schools second 

grado.Bergamo operates more than 80 students of high schools Mascheroni, 

Lussier, St. Alexander, Engim of Valbrembo, Maironi from Ponte Presezzo 

and Turoldo of Zogno.

Eighty high school students away in Hungary

SAN VIGILIO

Reopens the castle 

flower garden

The garden of fragrances and 

butterflies are flourishing again, ready 

to open its doors. The appointment is 

today at 11 at Castello di San Vigilio, 

which is an ongoing reflection and 

design work to give new life to the 

ancient fortified spaces. The first step 

is precisely the reopening of the 

cultivated garden with aromatic herbs. 

A project sponsored by the Working 

Group on San Vigilio di Bergamo 

Castle and carried out by students of 

the institute Engim Lombardy, which 

just this morning I will present to the 

public.

NATTA INSTITUTE

The safety becomes a 

show 

It's called "Ocjo - Safety is of the 

scene, prevent or risk" the play 

which will be staged from today 

10:30 in the auditorium of the 

Institute Sestini Natta. A theatrical 

event that focuses on promoting a 

culture of safety at the workplace 

and in life that develops in three 

acts: the testimony of Flavio Frigé 

invalid job; the monologue of Bruno 

Bisignano, a former steel and now 

trainer; a sketch of cabaret 

Trigeminus. Objective: to increase 

the reflection on the centrality of 

prevention and the law to combat 

workplace accidents.

THE SURGERY

Liberata owl finished in 

the pipeline

An owl was released yesterday 

afternoon after a private citizen 

had seen stuck in a pipe via 

Campagnola. Have taken place on 

the technical core of the fish 

hunting in the province, who freed 

the bird, they treated and then 

released in a dedicated area.

LAUNCH OF ENTRIES

Autism Education and 

Masters in University

"The educational operator and autism." 

Registration is now open until July 17, the 

second level Master in Network 

developed by the Department of 

Humanities and Social Sciences of the 

University of Bergamo, with the City, the 

Province and Rotary clubs Bergamo Alta. 

The master will start September 21, 2018 

and will end in June

2020.
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